Laparoscopic surgery relies on effective visualization of areas of interest and surrounding tissue. The limited field of view of traditional laparoscopes increases the risk of peripheral tissue injury. To address this limitation, a multiresolution foveated laparoscope (MRFL) was designed to enhance peripheral awareness while maintaining focus on the area of interest. Peripheral awareness and learner effect were evaluated with novices (n=13) and experts (n=8). These subjects completed a modified Fundamentals of Laparoscopy Surgery task using a traditional laparoscope, MRFL with autotracking (AT), and MRFL without autotracking (NoAT). Subjects using the traditional laparoscope performed better than MRFL AT and MRFL NoAT in task completion time and collision number. The learner effect was steeper with use of MRFL. In multiple tested parameters, MRFL NoAT performed as well as the traditional laparoscope while providing the added benefits of enhanced field of view and multiple viewing perspectives. These findings warrant further development of MRFL.
INTRODUCTION
Minimally invasive surgery using laparoscopy has become a standard approach to decrease surgery related infection and recovery time (Hata et al. 2014 , Jaschinski et al. 2018 , Wu et al. 2017 . Laparoscopic surgery relies on effective visualization of an area of interest and surrounding tissue using a handheld camera and novice assistant. The limited field of view with traditional laparoscopes is a major challenge to visualization. With the laparoscope focused on an area of interest, there is increased risk of tissue injury upon insertion and removal of tools in the periphery. Tracking of these tools adds additional time to the surgery and risks losing the optimal plane of focus. Manipulation of the camera to the area of interest is also complicated by communication with a novice camera holder. Seeking to address these challenges, authors Hua, Katz, and Lee at the University of Arizona College of Optical Sciences built a novel multiresolution foveated laparoscope (MRFL) shown in Figure 1 . Our previous evaluations of the MRFL demonstrate a wider field of view, larger optimal working distance, a two image display to allow simultaneous viewing of both zoomed and wide view perspectives, and autotracking to allow the zoomed view to automatically follow the tip of the instrument to the field of interest (Hua and Liu 2018; Qin and Hua 2016a; Qin and Hua 2016b; Qin et al. 2013; Qin et al. 2014) . The wide field of view and larger working distance allow the MRFL to capture a larger surgical area (160 mm x 120 mm) compared to the traditional laparoscope (56 mm x 42 mm) (Qin et al. 2014) . The multiple perspectives simultaneously displayed with the MRFL provide a larger field of view than the single view display used by traditional laparoscopes. The MRFL autotracking system provides a method to maneuver the zoomed view without the camera holder required for traditional laparoscopy. Studies evaluating the impacts of these features are ongoing and will guide improvements for the next generation MRFL. This paper describes the first study to evaluate peripheral awareness and learner effect of the MRFL prototype compared to a traditional laparoscope in a surgical simulation environment, while isolating the impact of the autotracking feature. The paper will describe the methods, outcomes, and limitations of this study and discuss future directions to isolate the impacts of multiple fields of view in a simulated surgical environment. 
METHODS

Study Setting
This randomized study was completed to assess learning curve and peripheral awareness when using the MRFL in comparison to a traditional laparoscope. Data was collected on both novice subjects (n=13) and experienced subjects (n=8). Novice subjects were medical and pre-medical students with no clinical experience in laparoscopy. Experienced subjects were defined as faculty and residents with a minimum of two years of clinical experience using laparoscopy. The study was completed in an isolated room at the Arizona Simulation and Technology Education Center (ASTEC).
Protocol
For this study, a Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery (FLS) peg transfer task was modified. Six triangles and two, six-pegged pegboards were 3D printed. The pegboards were reduced in size by one quarter, and the triangles were reduced to half the original task size. This reduced size provided additional space within the box trainer to maneuver instruments and place obstacles. One pegboard was taped around the periphery of the pegs to create a well dish. The pegboard and well dish were secured within the box trainer as shown in Figure 2 . In the modified task, six numbered triangles were randomly placed on the pegboard within an FLS training box. Subjects were assigned three numbered triangles to locate and transfer to a well dish using a single Maryland grasper. If a triangle was dropped, a new triangle was assigned. In order to evaluate peripheral awareness during this task, touch sensitive obstacles were placed strategically around the pegboard and well dish. The obstacles and the trainer box base were designed to record the number and time of collisions with any metal object. The obstacles and box trainer base were painted black with metallic paint to reduce internal reflections and maintain touch sensitivity. Data from collisions were automatically recorded in the Graphic User Interface (GUI), and the number of dropped triangles was entered manually. Subjects were asked to complete this modified task using three settings: a traditional Storz laparoscope, a multi-resolution foveated laparoscope (MRFL) with autotracking (AT), and an MRFL without autotracking (NoAT). The traditional laparoscope was mobile, using the non-dominant hand of the subject to position the laparoscope. The MRFL AT was fixed in place, and the zoomed focus automatically followed the tip of the Maryland grasper. The MRFL NoAT was fixed in place allowing the subject to guide the zoomed focus using their non-dominant hand on a keyboard. The order of settings was randomly assigned to each subject to diminish learner bias. The task was repeated five times with each of the three settings, for a total of fifteen trials per subject. Before the study began, subjects were oriented to the task, Maryland grasper, and the laparoscopes with a tutorial video. 
Statistical Analysis
Data from each MRFL setting (AT and NoAT) were compared to the traditional laparoscope using a twotailed, paired Student's t-test with significance set at 95%. The effect of autotracking was isolated by comparing the MRFL AT and MRFL NoAT data using a two-tailed, paired Student's t-test with significance set at 95%. The learner effect was evaluated by plotting both the average task completion time over trial number and average number of collisions over trial number. This graph was fit with logarithmic trendlines for each setting. This statistical analysis was used separately for novice and for expert data.
RESULTS
Novice Data
The novice group (n=13) had lower task completion times in the traditional laparoscope as compared to the MRFL AT (p<0.001) and compared to the MRFL NoAT (p<0.001). There was no significant difference in overall task completion time between either MRFL setting. Within each trial, task completion time for the MRFL NoAT was lower than the MRFL AT in trials two (p<0.025) and five (p<0.05). The learner effect with novice task completion time is shown in Figure 3 There were no significant differences in average number of triangle drops among the traditional laparoscope (0.11r0.36), MRFL AT (0.11r0.36), and MRFL NoAT (0.09r0.29). Additionally, no significant differences were recorded among the total time of collisions between the traditional laparoscope (9699.81r32645.10), MRFL AT (11057.74r26256.51), and MRFL NoAT (15358.88r49686.45).
The traditional laparoscope had fewer total number of collisions than the MRFL AT (p<0.001) and the MRFL NoAT (p<0.001). There was no significant difference in the total number of collisions between the MRFL AT and MRFL NoAT in all five trials. The learner effect with novice total number of collisions is shown in Figure 4 
Expert Data
In the expert group (n=8), task completion times using the traditional laparoscope were lower than the MRFL AT (p<0.001) and the MRFL NoAT (p<0.001). The overall task completion times using the MRFL NoAT were also lower than the MRFL AT (p<0.025). Task completion time for the MRFL NoAT was lower than the MRFL AT in trial one (p<0.025) and trial five (p<0.01). The learner effect with expert task completion time is shown in Figure 5 
DISCUSSION
Implications of the Data
The learner effect with average task completion time in the MRFL settings was steeper in both expert and novice groups than the traditional laparoscope. This steep learner effect was indicative of subjects adjusting to this new, developing technology. In the expert group, the MRFL NoAT outcompeted the MRFL AT in total task completion time, trending toward the performance level of the traditional laparoscope. This trend justifies the continued development of the MRFL NoAT setting. At this time, the traditional laparoscope outperformed the MRFL AT and MRFL NoAT in total task completion time regardless of experience level.
In both novice and expert groups, there were no significant differences in number of triangle drops when using the traditional laparoscope, MRFL AT, or MRFL NoAT. Additional drops force the subject to find and place a new triangle, which would add time and collisions to trial data. As there were no significant differences in the number of drops across settings, this variable was effectively controlled for with this study design.
In both the novice and expert groups, there were no significant differences in total collision time when using the traditional laparoscope, MRFL AT, or MRFL NoAT. Among collision events, the collision time can vary widely: in accordance with reality, our system does not provide feedback to the subject that a collision has occurred, which can lead to collisions that last many minutes. This contributes to the large standard deviations in this data. Although total collision time is an indicator of peripheral awareness, valuable comparisons of these laparoscopes cannot be made with such total collision time data due to the standard deviations. Future studies may benefit from categorizing collision types by duration. The learner effect data with average number of collisions indicated a steeper learning curve in MRFL NoAT for both expert and novice groups. By trial five for the expert group, the average number of collisions for MRFL NoAT had no significant difference from the traditional laparoscope. Total number of collisions is a measure of peripheral awareness, and these data shows this prototype of MRFL NoAT has already met the level of peripheral awareness of the traditional method by trial five. This suggests that the MRFL NoAT will surpass traditional laparoscopy performance following ongoing optimization. Further improvement may be attributed to the other unique features offered by MRFL: wider field of view, increased optimal working distance, and multiple views displayed simultaneously.
In comparison to the MRFL AT and MRFL NoAT at all experience levels, the traditional laparoscope demonstrated superior peripheral awareness, shorter task completion times, and flatter learning curves. In the experienced group, the MRFL NoAT trended toward the same peripheral awareness and task completion times as the traditional laparoscope. Given the limitations of the MRFL, the MRFL NoAT shows the most promise to improve peripheral awareness and task performance in future studies.
Limitations
There were multiple limitations identified within this study. The learner effect data demonstrated that a performance plateau had not been reached by the MRFL AT and MRFL NoAT by trial five. This learning curve adds significant variation to data points and averages collected in our MRFL trials. Ideally, data collection would begin at the learner effect plateau to better compare peripheral awareness when using the traditional laparoscope and MRFL. This method would double the experimental time and would not be conducive to recruiting subjects, especially in the expert pool. By including novice subjects, we can better identify the impact of these learning curve variations.
Throughout this study, limitations to the autotracking technology were also identified. First, the autotracking is programmed to follow the tip of the instrument. In this study, the instrument tip is distinguished by the direction it enters the surgical field, light reflection off the metal tip, and by motion in front of a stationary background. In laparoscopic surgery, the direction the instruments enter the field will change and multiple moving instruments are often used simultaneously. The autotracking technology with the current tracking programming could not account for these standard surgical variations. Additionally, all subjects verbally noted that the autotracking was too sensitive to small instrument movements. This high sensitivity may have played a role in the increased experimental times and number of collisions seen in the MRFL AT group.
There was a distinct difference in visual clarity between the traditional laparoscope and MRFL, further complicated by decreased light capturing by the MRFL. The maximum light source level with the MRFL produced a darker image than the traditional laparoscope at half maximum light. This difference made it difficult to read the numbers on the triangles using the zoomed perspective of the MRFL, while the traditional laparoscope could more easily read the numbers even without moving. The impact of this visual quality difference on the study cannot be isolated from these data. This difference may be associated with the internal fiber optics within the traditional laparoscope, while the MRFL uses internal lenses. Updating the internal optics and light capturing systems within the MRFL should eliminate visual quality differences, which may cut down on collisions and completion times by reducing the need for extraneous movement.
As the MRFL is a developing technology, the use of fiber optics is cost prohibitive in early prototypes. Using an optical filter to control for visual clarity differences may be a more cost effective option in future development.
Future Directions
This study provided valuable information to guide the continued development of MRFL and the experimental design of upcoming studies. In subsequent versions of MRFL, adjustments should be made to the shape and size of the MRFL optical housing, the amount of light entering the MRFL, the visual quality within the zoomed view, and the sensitivity of the autotracking. The optical housing in this version of the MRFL had bulky projections in all directions. This bulky design limited the options for experimental setup and optimal range of motion for the instrument. A housing design that is more linear would address this issue. Additionally, the amount of light entering the MRFL probe was notably less than the light entering the traditional laparoscope. To enhance the visual clarity of the zoomed image, adjustments should be made to increase the amount of light captured by the MRFL. The overall visual clarity of the MRFL zoomed image could be improved with fiber optic technology to match the visual quality of traditional laparoscope. In respect to autotracking, the technology needs to be optimized to decrease the sensitivity of the zoomed view tracking to small instrument movements. Additionally, the autotracking program should be modified to limit tracking to the area of interest when multiple moving objects are within the surgical view. Although the benefits of the autotracking technology were not demonstrated in this study, the above modifications may address some of these challenges to using the MRFL AT.
In upcoming studies, focus should be directed toward isolating the effect of multiple fields of view and controlling for differences in visual quality, as compared to traditional laparoscopy. Multiple fields of view provided by the MRFL have potential to limit the amount of movement and overall time needed to insert and remove tools in the periphery, while maintaining focus on a central area of interest. Motion tracking of the instruments and eye tracking may provide additional insights into the impacts of multiple fields of view.
Additionally, visual quality differences need to be controlled for in upcoming studies by matching the optics within the traditional laparoscope or by including a visual filter over the traditional laparoscope as an additional experimental group. 
